
GREGORY HL KASBARIAN
Palo Alto, CA                  Greg@ghlk.net

Profile Music-loving, full-stack LAMP web developer with experience in internet startups.
Familiar with both front and back end of development. Especially interested in 
internet based free education (MOOC), shaping the new food industry, and using the 
internet to spread the better qualities of mankind.

Skills Markup:	 HTML5	- CSS3 - XML - JSON 
Front-end:	 JavaScript - jQuery
Server:		 PHP5 - Python - ASP.net
Database:	 mySQL - SQL 
Misc:	 	 MVC - REST - Ajax - XSS - SVN - Git - Regex - oAuth - OOP - DOM 
Design:		 Limited Photoshop & Illustrator

Work 
Experience

Zypline Inc. Co-founder / Director of Development	 	 Jan 2011 - Present
Palo Alto CA
HTML5 - CSS3 - JavaScript - jQuery- PHP5 - mySQL - Apache - Git
Created MVC framework and libraries to expedite creation of future web apps.
Designed & maintained relational databases, some shared between applications. 
Created multiple RESTful APIs and libraries for their use.
Integrated oAuth services from popular sites like Linked-In and Twitter.
Incorporated 3rd party APIs, and widgets, such as getSatisfaction, and Twilio.
Designed and coded design of all sites, keeping images and load times to a 
minimum.
Ensured sites had required cross-browser compliance.
Used responsive design to serve site to mobile devices.
Used Git or SVN for different projects as needed.
Managed resources and goals depending on constantly shifting priorities.

Gotelo Inc. Co-founder / Web Developer	 	 	 Apr 2009 - Jul 2010
Fort Lauderdale FL & Palo Alto CA
HTML - CSS - JavaScript - PHP - mySQL
Participated in most facets of a small startup including product marketing & 
business strategy.
Responsible for designing and developing prototypes for demos and reviews.
Designed multiple program suites following our marketing and business strategies.
Created engineering design and specifications, use cases, and documentation for 
entire product suite.
Led creative process for website redesign and registration process UI and UX.
Represented the development team in marketing and business strategy meetings.

Newbreed Design Web Developer	 	 	           Aug 2006 - Mar 2009
Boston MA
HTML - CSS - JavaScript - PHP - mySQL
A student-run web-design group, creating mostly static information websites.
Communicated directly with clients through design & development process.
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CDM Application Developer Co-op/Intern	             Jan-Jul 2006 & Jan-Jul 2007
Cambridge MA
HTML - CSS - ASP - ASP.net - VB - C# - SQL
Designed, developed, and supported custom MS Access apps concurrently.
Upgraded .NET content management systems up to best practices standards.

Education Northeastern University BS in Computer Engineering Tech.	           Class of 2008
Boston MA
Graduated Cum Laude / Tau Alpha Pi National Honor Society
Henry T. Anderson Book award for academic excellence

Interests

Websites

Rock Climbing - Culinary Arts - Video Games - Music - Animation 

ghlk.net

Misc Friendly and goofy, although sarcastic. Proficient amateur cook. Ringer in Rock 
Band, (finally beat that pesky rival office). Healthy dose of humor, unhealthy 
appreciation of horrible puns. Requires music to operate.


